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1.) Set boundaries - get really clear on defining your limits and stick to
them! 
 
2.) Spend quality time together exploring meaningful or creative
activities 
 
3.) Spend time alone and away from your partner to recharge, reflect,
and rest. 
 
4.) Create a plan to handle an overly stimulating situation with your
partner (e.g., party, dinner in a noisy place), so that you can leave early,
if needed, or drive yourself. 
 
5.) Address any persistent fears - of intimacy, abandonment,
vulnerability, etc. These hit HSPs hard and will intensely affect your
relationship! 
 
6.) Communicate with your partner about your sensitivity. Bring it to life
and don't hide it. Embrace it and talk about your needs and how you are
unique! 
  
7.) Is your partner an HSP? Do you feel better with HSPs or non-HSPs?
Find out! 
 
8.) Learn more about your personality, temperament, & attachment style. 
 
9.) Bring awareness to your inner critic and replace harsh words with a
helpful, positive, and supportive commentary. 
 
10.) Balance your empathy - Identify what is yours & what is not! 
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ABOUT ME 

Dr. Alyssa Adams is a clinical psychologist and relationship
coach specializing in helping high achieving, sensitive men
and women create relationships of joy, ease, and purpose.  
 
She supports highly sensitive people to address negative
beliefs, to reinvent new relationship patterns, and to
wrangle their inner critic in order to create meaningful
relationships. She is a highly sensitive person & high
sensation seeker - one of those "one foot on the break and
one foot on the gas" people!  

WELCOME! I'M DR. ALYSSA ADAMS 

Click here to book a free call to chat about your relationship or
your dating life!

https://calendly.com/alyssaadams/30min

